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1. Introduction {#advs1149-sec-0010}
===============

Exciplexes arouse enormous attention due to their unique optoelectronic characteristics and great applications in organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs).[1](#advs1149-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#advs1149-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#advs1149-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#advs1149-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#advs1149-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#advs1149-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#advs1149-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#advs1149-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#advs1149-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#advs1149-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#advs1149-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#advs1149-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#advs1149-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#advs1149-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#advs1149-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#advs1149-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} Formed between electron‐donating (D) and electron‐accepting (A) molecules, all exciplexes possess intermolecular charge‐transfer (CT) transition and locate their highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) on the D and A molecules, respectively. With these completely separated frontier molecular orbitals, exciplexes naturally have extremely small energy gaps (Δ*E* ~ST~s) between their lowest singlet and triplet (S~1~ and T~1~) energy levels.[1](#advs1149-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#advs1149-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#advs1149-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} According to our previous work, by further controlling the T~1~ energy levels of two constituting molecules higher than that of exciplex, exciplexes can exhibit significant thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) behaviors,[12](#advs1149-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#advs1149-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#advs1149-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} which will promote the utilization of electrogenerated triplet excitons in the OLEDs. Besides, as the constituting D and A materials are generally capable of hole‐ and electron‐transporting properties, respectively, exciplexes would possess bipolar transporting properties, and even reach a charge‐transporting balance by adjusting the mixing ratio between D and A, which would be helpful to further simplify the structures and lower the driving voltages for OLEDs.[2](#advs1149-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#advs1149-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#advs1149-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#advs1149-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, exciplexes were widely investigated as the TADF emitters or hosts of OLEDs in recent years.[1](#advs1149-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#advs1149-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#advs1149-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#advs1149-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#advs1149-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#advs1149-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#advs1149-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#advs1149-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#advs1149-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#advs1149-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#advs1149-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#advs1149-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#advs1149-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#advs1149-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#advs1149-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#advs1149-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#advs1149-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#advs1149-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#advs1149-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#advs1149-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#advs1149-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#advs1149-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#advs1149-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#advs1149-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#advs1149-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#advs1149-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#advs1149-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#advs1149-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#advs1149-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#advs1149-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#advs1149-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#advs1149-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}

As the exciplexes can realize the balanced charge transport and suppress the triplet--triplet annihilation by upconvert triplet excitons to singlet excitons, the OLEDs using exciplexes as the hosts have realized remarkable progress till now. The traditional fluorescent emitters, phosphorescent emitters, and TADF emitters all realized superior performance in exciplex hosts than in conventional host materials, exhibiting lower driving voltages and improved efficiency roll‐off in the devices.[17](#advs1149-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#advs1149-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#advs1149-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#advs1149-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#advs1149-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#advs1149-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#advs1149-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} However, by using exciplexes as the TADF emitters in the OLEDs, only limited progress was realized. In 2012, Goushi et al. reported an OLED with a maximum external quantum efficiency (EQE) of 5.4% by using m‐MTDATA:3TPYMB exciplex as the emitter, demonstrating the TADF characteristic of exciplexes for the first time.[1](#advs1149-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} In 2013, Hung et al. reported an interface exciplex‐based OLED with a maximum EQE of 7.7%, suggesting the superiority of exciplex emitters on device design.[18](#advs1149-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} In 2014, Li et al. reported OLEDs based on mCP:HAP‐3MF emitter with a maximum EQE of 11.3%.[21](#advs1149-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} In 2015, our group reported an exciplex‐based TADF‐OLEDs by employing a bipolar constituting molecule, and achieved a maximum EQE of 15.4%.[13](#advs1149-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} Although these reports successfully demonstrate the OLEDs using exciplexes as the emitters have the potential to realize full excitons utilization by harvesting nonradiative triplet excitons via the TADF channel, their efficiencies are far from the theoretical limit (assuming the light out‐coupling efficiency is 20--30%). Developing strategies for further improving the exciton utilization of exciplex emitters is highly desired.

It is generally understood that the exciton utilization of TADF emitter is decided by its reverse intersystem crossing efficiency of triplet excitons (*Φ* ~RISC~) and fluorescence quantum yield of singlet excitons (*Φ* ~f~).[1](#advs1149-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#advs1149-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#advs1149-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#advs1149-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#advs1149-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [44](#advs1149-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#advs1149-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} For exciplex TADF emitters, as their HOMO and LUMO are respectively located on different constituting molecules, their *Φ* ~f~s are hard to be evidently improved due to such natural separation between HOMO and LUMO. As a result, further enhancing *Φ* ~RISC~s of exciplex emitters should be the most possible way to improve their excitons utilization. As shown in **Figure** [**1**](#advs1149-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}, conventional exciplexes only have one intrinsic reverse intersystem crossing (RISC) channel, which limits the upconversion of triplet excitons. In 2016, our group increased the RISC channels of the exciplexes by introducing a TADF emitter as one constituting molecule, and MAC:PO‐T2T exciplex realized a high EQE of 17.8% in the OLED,[14](#advs1149-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} which is the highest efficiency among the reported OLEDs using exciplex as emitters till now. However, there is still conspicuous room for further improving the exciton utilization of exciplex emitters.

![Energy transfer diagrams of the conventional bicomponent TADF exciplexes, TADF‐assistant bicomponent TADF exciplexes, and novel tricomponent TADF exciplexes (blue: conventional constituent material, orange: single‐molecule TADF emitter). S~1~, T~1~, and S~0~ are the singlet excited state, triplet excited state, and ground state, respectively. RISC is reverse intersystem crossing from nonradiative T~1~ to radiative S~1~. F~P+D~ stands for prompt and delayed fluorescence.](ADVS-6-1801938-g001){#advs1149-fig-0001}

To address this issue, in this work, we proposed a novel strategy of building exciplex emitters with three components to realize multiple RISC channels in the exciplex systems, improving their excitons utilization with further enhanced *Φ* ~RISC~s. As shown in Figure [1](#advs1149-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}, such tricomponent exciplex emitters should be capable of forming two TADF exciplexes in the systems, and have two intrinsic RISC channels on both exciplexes. The lower‐energy exciplex could be beneficial due to the energy transfer between two exciplexes. Moreover, by further introducing a TADF emitter as a component as shown in Figure [1](#advs1149-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}, the tricomponent exciplex emitters can even possess three RISC channels, thus have the possibility to exhibit superior performance than current reported exciplex emitters. According to our novel strategy, two tricomponent exciplex emitters, 13AB ((1,3‐bis(9,9‐dimethylacridin)) benzene):PO‐T2T ((1,3,5‐triazine‐2,4,6‐triyl) tris(benzene‐3,1‐diyl) tris(diphenylphosphine oxide)):CDBP (4,4′‐bis(9‐carbazolyl)‐2,2′‐dimethylbiphenyl) and DBT‐SADF (2‐(spiro\[acridine‐9,9′‐fluoren\]‐10‐yl)dibenzo\[*b*,*d*\]thiophene 5,5‐dioxide):PO‐T2T:CDBP, were constructed. Among them, 13AB, PO‐T2T, and CDBP are conventional constituting materials, while DBT‐SADF is a TADF constituting material; and 13AB, CDBP, and DBT‐SADF all can act as the D molecule to form TADF exciplexes with PO‐T2T. Particularly, CDBP:PO‐T2T has the highest energy gap than 13AB:PO‐T2T and DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T. Therefore, tricomponent exciplex 13AB:PO‐T2T:CDBP will emit the emission of 13AB:PO‐T2T and possess two RISC channels on 13AB:PO‐T2T and CDBP:PO‐T2T; while DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:CDBP will emit the emission of DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T and even have three RISC channels respectively on DBT‐SADF, DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T, and CDBP:PO‐T2T. With the additional RISC channel, tricomponent exciplexes successfully exhibit much higher photoluminescence quantum yields (*Φ* ~PL~s) and rate constants of RISC process (*k* ~RISC~s) than their corresponding bicomponent exciplexes (40.0% and 0.64 × 10^5^ for 13AB:PO‐T2T:CDBP vs 15.0% and 0.05 × 10^5^ for 13AB:PO‐T2T; 61.0% and 14.2 × 10^5^ for DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:CDBP vs 38.0% and 1.17 × 10^5^ for DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T). In the devices, 13AB:PO‐T2T:CDBP exhibits a maximum EQE of 15.5%, while 13AB:PO‐T2T exhibits a maximum EQE of 12.4%. Moreover, with the three RISC channels, DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:CDBP exhibits a remarkably high maximum EQE of 20.5% in the device, which is much higher than DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T with a maximum EQE of 16.9%. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report with the EQE achieving over 20% at room temperature for the OLEDs based on exciplex emitters.[1](#advs1149-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#advs1149-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#advs1149-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#advs1149-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#advs1149-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#advs1149-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#advs1149-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#advs1149-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#advs1149-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#advs1149-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#advs1149-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#advs1149-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#advs1149-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#advs1149-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#advs1149-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#advs1149-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#advs1149-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#advs1149-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#advs1149-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#advs1149-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#advs1149-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#advs1149-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#advs1149-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} The outstanding performance of the DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:CDBP‐based OLEDs not only demonstrates that introducing multiple RISC channels can effectively improve the exciton utilization of exciplex emitters, but also proves the superiority of our novel tricomponent exciplex strategy for further development of exciplex emitters.

2. Results and Discussions {#advs1149-sec-0020}
==========================

Molecular structures of the constituting materials are shown in **Figure** [**2**](#advs1149-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}a. Common carrier transporting materials 13AB, CDBP, and PO‐T2T were directly purchased from commercial sources, and DBT‐SADF was newly designed and synthesized. Synthetic route and detailed synthesis of DBT‐SADF are depicted in the Supporting Information. DBT‐SADF was fully characterized and confirmed with ^1^H, ^13^C nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopies and mass spectroscopy, and purified by sublimation before further characterizations. As shown in Figure S1a in the Supporting Information, the fluorescence and phosphorescence of DBT‐SADF doped in mCP (1,3‐Di‐9‐carbazolybenzene) film were investigated at 77 K, and its Δ*E* ~ST~ is determined to be 0.030 eV from the difference between the peaks of the fluorescence and phosphorescence spectra, which is basically required for TADF emitters. To further demonstrate the TADF characteristic of DBT‐SADF, the temperature‐dependent transient photoluminescence (PL) decays of DBT‐SADF doped in mCP film were shown in Figure S1b in the Supporting Information. From 100 to 300 K, the delayed parts are remarkably increased due to the enhanced RISC process with the increased temperature, which is the direct evidence for TADF behavior of DBT‐SADF.[1](#advs1149-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#advs1149-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, DBT‐SADF‐based OLEDs were also fabricated by using mCP as the host material. The optimized device structure and the device performance are shown in the Supporting Information. The device exhibits a maximum EQE of 14.0%, which is far higher than the theoretical limit of 5% EQE for conventional fluorescent emitters, further demonstrating the TADF characteristic of DBT‐SADF. To better understand our exciplex systems, we also investigated the fluorescence and phosphorescence of 13AB pure film at 77 K (Figure S2b, Supporting Information), and its Δ*E* ~ST~ is determined to be 0.56 eV. The temperature‐dependent transient photoluminescence decays of 13AB were also measured, and the trend of delayed parts is consistent with blank reference at 300 K, which is the direct evidence for non‐TADF behavior of 13AB. Besides, we also investigated the carrier transport characteristics of 13AB and DBT‐SADF, and both the 13AB and DBT‐SADF are hole‐dominated materials.

![a) Molecular structures of DBT‐SADF, 13AB, CDBP, and PO‐T2T. b) Absorption and PL spectra of the CDBP:PO‐T2T and their pristine materials in thin solid films (PO‐T2T in toluene solution). c) Absorption and PL spectra of the 13AB:PO‐T2T (5:5) and their pristine materials in thin solid films (PO‐T2T in toluene solution). d) Absorption and PL spectra of the DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T (6:4) and their pristine materials in thin solid films (PO‐T2T in toluene solution). e) Absorption and PL spectra of 13AB:PO‐T2T:CDBP (1:1:1), 13AB:PO‐T2T (5:5), and CDBP:PO‐T2T(5:5) in thin solid films. f) Absorption and PL spectra of DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:CDBP (2:5:3), DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T (6:4), and CDBP:PO‐T2T(5:5) in thin solid films.](ADVS-6-1801938-g002){#advs1149-fig-0002}

Figure [2](#advs1149-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}b,d shows absorption and PL spectra of three bicomponent mixtures CDBP:PO‐T2T, 13AB:PO‐T2T, and DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T and their constituting molecules. The absorption spectra of three bicomponent mixtures are nearly identical to those of the constituting molecules, which suggest that the formation of new ground‐state transitions does not occur in the mixed films. Meanwhile, the PL spectra of the mixtures are significantly red‐shifted relative to those of the constituting molecules. The emissions of CDBP:PO‐T2T, 13AB:PO‐T2T, and DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T are peaked at 478, 522, and 516 nm, whereas the emission peaks of CDBP, 13AB, PO‐T2T, and DBT‐SADF are at 367, 381, 327, and 497 nm, respectively. These results indicate the formation of new excited states in the mixed films. Besides, the PL spectra of CDBP:PO‐T2T, 13AB:PO‐T2T, and DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T correspond to the energies of 2.60, 2.38, and 2.41 eV, which match well to the differences between the LUMO energy level of PO‐T2T (−3.22 eV) and the HOMO energy levels of CDBP (−5.83 eV), 13AB (−5.60 eV), and DBT‐SADF (−5.65 eV). (All the energy levels were newly measured in our laboratory and shown in Figure S3 in the Supporting Information.) Particularly, as the emission peak of DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T is close to that of DBT‐SADF neat film (516 and 514 nm), we further investigated PL spectra and transient fluorescence decays of DBT‐SADF:mCP (1%, 10%, 20%, 5%, 70%, 100% doped) and DBT‐SADF:POT2T (3:7, 4:6, 5:5, 6:4) films with varying concentration of DBT‐SADF, and the results are shown in Figure S4 in the Supporting Information. Increasing the weight ratio of DBT‐SADF from 1% to 100%, the PL spectra of DBT‐SADF:mCP films are evidently changed with the peaks red‐shifted from 490 to 514 nm and the full‐widths at half‐maximum enlarge from 72 to over 100 nm. These results suggest the emission of DBT‐SADF:mCP should be from the intramolecular CT transition of DBT‐SADF, which is sensitive with the environmental polarity increased with more D--A structure DBT‐SADF molecules.[49](#advs1149-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} Reversely, all DBT‐SADF:POT2T films exhibit similar PL spectra peaked around 516 nm, suggesting their emission should be from the exciplex between DBT‐SADF and PO‐T2T. Therefore, all three bicomponent mixed films can form exciplexes. Moreover, determined from the highest energy vibronic sub‐band of their phosphorescence spectra at 77 K (Figure S2, Supporting Information), the T~1~ energy levels of 13AB, CDBP, DBT‐SADF, and PO‐T2T are 3.01, 3.02, 2.53, and 2.95 eV, respectively. These values are evidently higher than the energy values of their corresponding exciplexes, which can ensure the exciplexes harvest both singlet and triplet excitons.[12](#advs1149-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#advs1149-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#advs1149-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} In our previous report, we have demonstrated the TADF characteristic of CDBP:PO‐T2T.[12](#advs1149-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Thereby, we here measured the Δ*E* ~ST~s and temperature‐dependent transient PL decays for 13AB:PO‐T2T and DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T to prove their TADF behaviors. As shown in Figure S5 in the Supporting Information, 13AB:PO‐T2T and DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T respectively exhibit extremely small Δ*E* ~ST~s of 0.047 and 0.032 eV from the differences between the peaks of their fluorescence and phosphorescence spectra at 77 K. And from 100 to 300 K, more significant decays in the microsecond range were observed with increased temperatures, confirming the existence of TADF characteristic. As shown in Figure [1](#advs1149-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}, CDBP:PO‐T2T and 13AB:PO‐T2T are conventional bicomponent TADF exciplexes, and DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T is the TADF‐assistant bicomponent TADF exciplex.

Based on three bicomponent TADF exciplexes, we constructed two tricomponent exciplexes, 13AB:PO‐T2T:CDBP and DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:CDBP, according to our strategy. As shown in Figure [2](#advs1149-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}e,f, both the two tricomponent mixtures exhibit cumulative absorptions compared with the bicomponent exciplexes, suggesting still no formation of new ground‐state transitions. And the PL spectra of 13AB:PO‐T2T:CDBP and DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:CDBP are almost consistent with those of 13AB:PO‐T2T and DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T, respectively. These results do not only indicate that exciplex would be formed in the tricomponent mixtures as well, but also prove complete energy transfer from higher‐energy CDBP:PO‐T2T to lower‐energy 13AB:PO‐T2T or DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T. We can realize the lower‐energy exciplex emission with the assistance of the higher‐energy exciplex in the tricomponent mixture. Therefore, as shown in Figure S6 in the Supporting Information, 13AB:PO‐T2T:CDBP will possess two RISC channels on 13AB:PO‐T2T and CDBP:PO‐T2T; while DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:CDBP can even have three RISC channels on DBT‐SADF, DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T, and CDBP:PO‐T2T, respectively, which should benefit the upconversion of nonradiative triplet excitons to radiative singlet excitons.

We then measured the *Φ* ~PL~s of 13AB:PO‐T2T, 13AB:PO‐T2T:CDBP, DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T, and DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:CDBP by using an integrating sphere under oxygen‐free condition. And the absolute *Φ* ~PL~s are measured to be 15.0% for 13AB:PO‐T2T, 40.0% for 13AB:PO‐T2T:CDBP, 38.0% for DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T, and 61.0% for DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:CDBP. With the increasing RISC channels, the *Φ* ~PL~s of the exciplexes are evidently enhanced, and the highest *Φ* ~PL~ of 61.0% is realized with three RISC channels. These results indicate the multiple RISC channels in tricomponent exciplexes will indeed enhance the utilization of excitons. To better understand the superiority of multiple RISC channels in tricomponent exciplexes, we further measured the transient PL decays of four exciplex emitters at room temperature and calculated their key kinetic parameters. For blue and green fluorescent emitters, the internal conversion process of singlet excitons could be ignored compared with fluorescence decay and intersystem crossing process of singlet excitons,[41](#advs1149-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#advs1149-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#advs1149-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} thus the calculations were carried out via the following equations[41](#advs1149-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#advs1149-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} $$k_{p} = \frac{1}{\tau_{p}}$$ $$k_{F} = k_{p}\,\Phi_{F}$$ $$k_{ISC} = k_{P}\,\left( {1 - \Phi_{F}} \right)$$ $$k_{TADF} = \frac{\Phi_{TADF}}{\Phi_{ISC}\tau_{TADF}}$$ $$k_{RISC} = \frac{k_{p}k_{d}}{k_{ISC}}\,\frac{\Phi_{TADF}}{\Phi_{F}}$$where *Φ* ~F~ and *Φ* ~TADF~ are the quantum efficiencies of prompt and delayed fluorescence; *Φ* ~ISC~ is the efficiency of ISC process; *k* ~p~, *k* ~F~, *k* ~ISC,~ *k* ~TADF~, and *k* ~RISC~ are rate constants of prompt fluorescence, fluorescence decay, ISC process from S~1~ to T~1~ state, delayed fluorescence decay, and RISC process, respectively. *Φ* ~F~ and *Φ* ~TADF~ of these exciplex emitters are estimated from the *Φ* ~PL~ with a relative ratio which was calculated from the transient PL results.[41](#advs1149-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} Consequently, we got all key kinetic parameters of four exciplex emitters and list them in **Table** [**1**](#advs1149-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. With naturally separated HOMO and LUMO distributions, four exciplexes exhibit relatively small *k* ~F~s and relatively large *k* ~ISC~s, resulting in all four *Φ* ~F~s with small values. However, for the RISC process, *k* ~RISC~s are evidently increased from 0.05 × 10^5^ for 13AB:PO‐T2T with only one RISC channel to 0.64 × 10^5^ and 1.17 × 10^5^ for 13AB:PO‐T2T:CDBP and DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T with two RISC channels, and finally to 14.2 × 10^5^ for DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:CDBP with three RISC channels. As a result, *Φ* ~TADF~s are also increased from 6.7% for 13AB:PO‐T2T to 28.0% for 13AB:PO‐T2T:CDBP and 33.0% for DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T, and to 58.0% for DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:CDBP. Therefore, the evidently improved *Φ* ~PL~ of DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:CDBP is actually ascribed to the better upconversion of triplet excitons with three RISC channels and prove the feasibility of our strategy to improve the exciton utilization of exciplex emitters.

###### 

Summary of photophysical parameters for four exciplex emitters

  Emitters                *Φ* ~PL~ [^a)^](#advs1149-tbl1-note-0001){ref-type="fn"} \[%\]   *Φ* ~P~ [^b)^](#advs1149-tbl1-note-0002){ref-type="fn"} \[%\]   *Φ* ~TADF~ [^c)^](#advs1149-tbl1-note-0003){ref-type="fn"} \[%\]   τ~P~ [^d)^](#advs1149-tbl1-note-0004){ref-type="fn"} \[ns\]   τ~TADF~ [^e)^](#advs1149-tbl1-note-0005){ref-type="fn"} \[µs\]   *k* ~p~ [^f)^](#advs1149-tbl1-note-0006){ref-type="fn"} \[×10^7^ s^−1^\]   *k* ~F~ [^g)^](#advs1149-tbl1-note-0007){ref-type="fn"} \[×10^7^ s^−1^\]   *k* ~TADF~ [^h)^](#advs1149-tbl1-note-0008){ref-type="fn"} \[×10^4^ s^−1^\]   *k* ~ISC~ [^i)^](#advs1149-tbl1-note-0009){ref-type="fn"} \[×10^7^ s^−1^\]   *k* ~RISC~ [^j)^](#advs1149-tbl1-note-0010){ref-type="fn"} \[×10^5^ s^−1^\]
  ---------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
  13AB:PO‐T2T                                          15.0                                                             8.3                                                              6.7                                                             27.8                                                            14.0                                                                  3.59                                                                       0.30                                                                        0.52                                                                          3.29                                                                         0.05
  13AB:PO:T2T:CDBP                                     40.0                                                            12.0                                                              28.0                                                            14.3                                                            18.6                                                                  6.99                                                                       0.84                                                                        1.71                                                                          6.15                                                                         0.64
  DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T                                      38.0                                                             5.0                                                              33.0                                                            23.4                                                            20.5                                                                  4.27                                                                       0.21                                                                        1.69                                                                          4.06                                                                         1.17
  DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:CDBP                                 61.0                                                             3.0                                                              58.0                                                            20.9                                                            16.9                                                                  4.78                                                                       0.14                                                                        3.53                                                                          4.64                                                                         14.2

*Φ* ~PL~ is the total photoluminescence fluorescence quantum efficiency value

The prompt fluorescence quantum efficiency

The delayed fluorescence quantum efficiency

Prompt fluorescence lifetime

Delayed fluorescence lifetime

The rate constants of prompt fluorescence

The rate constant of fluorescence decay

The rate constants of delayed fluorescence decay

The rate constant of intersystem crossing

The rate constant of reverse intersystem crossing.
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We finally evaluated the electroluminescence (EL) performance of two tricomponent exciplexes and their contrastive bicomponent exciplexes by using them as the emitters. As the mixing ratios of exciplexes would change their charge balance and affect the device performance,[13](#advs1149-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#advs1149-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} the carrier transporting properties of four exciplexes were carefully investigated. The current density--voltage characteristics of hole‐only and electron‐only devices for four exciplexes with different mixing ratios are shown in Figure S7 in the Supporting Information. And optimal mixing weight ratios with balanced charge transport are 5:5 for 13AB:PO‐T2T, 1:1:1 for 13AB:PO‐T2T:CDBP, 6:4 for DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T, and 2:5:3 for DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:CDBP, respectively. Therefore, the OLEDs using four exciplexes as the emitters were optimized with configurations of ITO/TAPC (35 nm)/13AB (10 nm)/13AB:PO‐T2T (5:5, 30 nm)/PO‐T2T (45 nm)/LiF (1 nm)/Al (100 nm) for 13AB:PO‐T2T, ITO/TAPC (35 nm)/13AB (10 nm)/13AB:PO‐T2T:CDBP (1:1:1, 30 nm)/PO‐T2T (45 nm)/LiF (1 nm)/Al (100 nm) for 13AB:PO‐T2T:CDBP, ITO/TAPC (35 nm)/DBT‐SADF (10 nm)/DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T (6:4, 30 nm)/PO‐T2T (45 nm)/LiF (1 nm)/Al (100 nm) for DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T, and ITO/TAPC (35 nm)/CDBP (10 nm)/DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:CDBP (2:5:3, 30 nm)/PO‐T2T (45 nm)/LiF (1 nm)/Al (100 nm). In the devices, indium tin oxide (ITO) and Al were served as the anode and the cathode, respectively; TAPC (1,1‐Bis\[4‐\[*N,N*‐di(*p*‐tolyl)amino\]phenyl\]‐cyclohexane) and PO‐T2T were used as hole‐transporting layer and electron‐transporting layer, respectively; LiF was acted as electron injection layer; 13AB, DBT‐SADF, and CDBP were used as electron‐blocking layer; exciplexes with the optimal mixing weigh ratios were used as the emitting layer. As listed in **Table** [**2**](#advs1149-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}, all four devices exhibit quite low turn‐on voltages around 2.3 and 2.4 V, indicating the superiority of the exciplexes on carriers injection. As shown in **Figure** [**3**](#advs1149-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, both the two tricomponent exciplexes emit same‐shape EL spectra with their corresponding bicomponent exciplexes, except 8 nm blue‐shift. Such blue‐shift is probably caused by the intermolecular interaction between 13AB and CDBP or DBT‐SADF and CDBP, which slightly lowers the HOMO energy levels of 13AB and DBT‐SADF.[47](#advs1149-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} With only one RISC channel, the maximum efficiencies of 13AB:PO‐T2T‐based device are 40.4 cd A^−1^, 43.8 lm W^−1^, and 12.4% for current efficiency (CE), power efficiency (PE), and EQE, respectively. The EQE value of 12.4% is far lower than the 20--30% theoretical limit of TADF‐based OLEDs, suggesting significant exciton loss. Correspondingly, 13AB:PO‐T2T:CDBP and DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T respectively realize maximum CEs of 49.9 and 52.4 cd A^−1^, maximum PEs of 55.9 and 61.0 lm W^−1^, and maximum EQEs of 15.5% and 16.9% in the devices. One additional RISC channel has already improved the device performance of exciplexes evidently, which is consistent with our previous report.[14](#advs1149-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} Particularly, with three RISC channels, DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:CDBP realizes quite remarkable performance with maximum CE/PE/EQE of 60.0 cd A^−1^, 69.7 lm W^−1^, and 20.5% in the device. From 13AB:PO‐T2T to 13AB:PO‐T2T:CDBP, DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T to DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:CDBP, the maximum EQE values of the devices are evidently improved from 12.4% to 20.5%, suggesting multiple RISC channels can effectively improve the exciton utilization of exciplex emitters. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first report with an EQE over 20% for the OLEDs based on exciplex emitters at room temperature (**Figure** [**4**](#advs1149-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}; Table S2, Supporting Information),[1](#advs1149-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#advs1149-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#advs1149-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#advs1149-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#advs1149-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#advs1149-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#advs1149-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#advs1149-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#advs1149-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#advs1149-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#advs1149-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#advs1149-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#advs1149-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#advs1149-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#advs1149-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#advs1149-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#advs1149-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#advs1149-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#advs1149-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#advs1149-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#advs1149-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#advs1149-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#advs1149-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} thus our novel strategy of tricomponent exciplexes will provide a valuable approach for further development of exciplex emitters.

###### 

Performance of the OLEDs based on exciplex emitters

  Emitter                 *V* ~on~ [^a)^](#advs1149-tbl2-note-0001){ref-type="fn"} \[v\]   λ~MAX~ \[nm\]   CE/PE/EQE[^b)^](#advs1149-tbl2-note-0002){ref-type="fn"} \[cd A^−1^/lm W^−1^/%\]   CIE[^c)^](#advs1149-tbl2-note-0003){ref-type="fn"} (x, y)                   
  ---------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- --------------
  mCP:(15%)DBT‐SADF                                    3.0                                      500                                         37.4/35.6/14.0                                                         30.3/26.4/11.4                         17.8/13.3/6.7    (0.21, 0.41)
  13AB:POT2T                                           2.3                                      540                                         40.4/43.8/12.4                                                         40.1/39.5/12.1                         38.1/31.4/11.6   (0.37, 0.57)
  13AB:PO‐T2T:CDBP                                     2.3                                      532                                         49.9/55.9/15.5                                                         48.7/46.4/15.1                         46.0/38.0/14.1   (0.32, 0.56)
  DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T                                      2.4                                      524                                         52.4/61.0/16.9                                                         44.9/42.8/14.5                         32.9/22.9/10.7   (0.29, 0.55)
  DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:CDBP                                 2.4                                      516                                         60.0/69.7/20.5                                                         54.9/52.3/18.9                         41.4/28.9/14.2   (0.26, 0.53)

Turn‐on voltage, estimated at 1 cd m^−2^

CE, current efficiency; PE, power efficiency; and EQE, external quantum efficiency

At 1000 cd m^−2^.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

![a) Current density--luminance--voltage characteristics; b) EQE--luminance plots; c) EL spectra of the devices based on 13AB:PO‐T2T with a weight ratio of 5:5 and 13AB:PO‐T2T:CDBP with a weight ratio of 1:1:1. d) Current density--luminance--voltage characteristics; e) EQE--luminance plots; f) EL spectra of the OLEDs based on DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T with a weight ratio of 6:4 and DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:CDBP with a weight ratio of 2:5:3.](ADVS-6-1801938-g003){#advs1149-fig-0003}

![EQE summary of the representative OLEDs based on exciplex emitters.](ADVS-6-1801938-g004){#advs1149-fig-0004}

To further confirm the proposed multiple reverse intersystem crossing channels in the tricomponent exciplex emitter system, a typical hole‐transport material with (*N*,*N*′‐Di(1‐naphthyl)‐*N*,*N*′‐diphenyl‐(1,1′‐biphenyl)‐4,4′‐diamine (NPB) was chosen to replace the donor CDBP. As NPB has a higher HOMO energy level (−5.3 eV) than DBT‐SADF, the lower‐energy exciplex emitter should be NPB:PO‐T2T. Thus, to well analyze this three‐component exciplex emitter DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:NPB, the OLEDs using two exciplexes NPB:PO‐T2T and DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:NPB as the emitters were investigated with configurations of ITO/TAPC (35 nm)/NPB (10 nm)/NPB:PO‐T2T (5:5, 30 nm)/PO‐T2T (45 nm)/LiF (1 nm)/Al (100 nm) and ITO/TAPC (35 nm)/DBT‐SADF (10 nm)/DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:NPB (1:1:1, 30 nm)/PO‐T2T (45 nm)/LiF (1 nm)/Al (100 nm), respectively. Two devices exhibit quite low turn‐on voltages around 2.3 and 2.5 V. As shown in **Figure** [**5**](#advs1149-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:NPB exhibits similar but blue‐shifted EL spectrum compared with NPB:PO‐T2T (respectively peaked at 560 and 588 nm). This behavior is similar with the former two tricomponent exciplex emitters, and probably caused by the intermolecular interaction between NPB and DBT‐SADF, which slightly lowers the HOMO energy level of NPB.[50](#advs1149-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, the DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:NPB‐based device exhibits the maximum efficiencies of 10.9 cd A^−1^, 13.7 lm W^−1^, and 4.1% for CE, PE, and EQE, respectively; while the maximum CE, PE, and EQE of NPB:PO‐T2T‐based device are respectively 2.0 cd A^−1^, 1.84 lm W^−1^, and 0.89%. The maximum efficiencies of the tricomponent device based on DBT‐SADF:POT2T:NPB are nearly five times higher than that of the bicomponent device based on NPB:PO‐T2T. These results further prove both the complete energy transfer from higher‐energy exciplex to lower‐energy exciplex in tricomponent exciplex system and the enhanced excitons utilization of multiple reverse intersystem crossing channels. Meanwhile, we also chose a classical electron‐transporting host material bis\[2‐(diphenylphosphino)phenyl\]ether oxide (DPEPO) with a wide gap material to replace the donor CDBP molecule, and constructed a tricomponent exciplex system DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:DPEPO. As DPEPO has a higher LUMO energy level and HOMO energy level than DBT‐SADF, only exciplex DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T can be formed in such tricomponent system. The OLEDs based on DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:DPEPO were fabricated with configurations of ITO/TAPC (35 nm)/DBT‐SADF (10 nm)/DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:DPEPO (30 nm)/PO‐T2T (45 nm)/LiF (1 nm)/Al (100 nm). As shown in Figure [5](#advs1149-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, with the different weight ratios from 6:3:1 to 5:3:2 and 4:3:3 and 2:3:5, all the devices exhibit nearly consistent EL spectra with the DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T‐based device. Such results prove that the EL of these devices should be emitted from exciplex DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T, which is not sensitive to concentration of DBT‐SADF. With a weight ratio of 6:3:1, the device based on DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:DPEPO exhibits the maximum efficiencies of 51.7 cd A^−1^, 67.6 lm W^−1^, and 17.3% for CE, PE, and EQE, respectively, which are also nearly consistent with the DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T‐based device, suggesting the positive impact of the higher‐energy exciplex in tricomponent exciplex systems.

![a) Current density--luminance--voltage characteristics; b) EQE--luminance plots; c) EL spectra of the devices based on NPB:PO‐T2T with a weight ratio of 5:5 and DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:NPB with a weight ratio of 1:1:1. d) Current density--luminance--voltage characteristics; e) EQE--luminance plots; f) EL spectra of the OLEDs based on DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:DPEPO with a weight ratio of 6:3:1, 5:3:2, 4:3:3, and 2:3:5.](ADVS-6-1801938-g005){#advs1149-fig-0005}

3. Conclusion {#advs1149-sec-0030}
=============

In conclusion, to further improve the exciton utilization, a novel tricomponent exciplex strategy was proposed to realize exciplex emitters with multiple RISC channels in this work. With a newly designed and synthesized single‐molecule TADF emitter DBT‐SADF, a tricomponent exciplex DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:CDBP was developed with three RISC channels accordingly. And DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:CDBP successfully realizes much higher *Φ* ~PL~ (61.0%) and *k* ~RISC~ (14.2 × 10^5^) than other contrasted exciplexes. In the OLED, DBT‐SADF:PO‐T2T:CDBP exhibits a low turn‐on voltage of 2.4 V and high maximum efficiencies of 60.0 cd A^−1^ CE, 69.7 lm W^−1^ PE, and 20.5% EQE. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report for exciplex emitter--based OLEDs with an over 20% EQE at room temperature. Such high performance demonstrates introducing multiple RISC channels can effectively improve the exciton utilization of exciplex emitters, and our novel strategy of tricomponent exciplexes will provide a valuable approach for further development of exciplex emitters.
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